Summary:

The Newsletter Update Skype room has now been limited to posts only from me, meaning these updates. So, if you have hesitated to go there because of difficulty in finding the updates, that problem should have been resolved. Posts are still in IDC in the evening. The following link will allow you to join if you are already a Skype member, or get a temporary 24 hour guest pass if you are not. https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6

Please feel free to share these newsletters. They are a product of Global Genius Trust www.ggtrust.com. Thanks for those who send in materials for publication. You can find these newsletters in Intel Dinar Chronicles each evening, and at our Skype room at https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6

AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via investing your time and/or investing money now. I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com titled: “Project Funding NOW”. We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment. Do not have funds to invest? You can help us find investors. My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com or Skype: JASEGUROLA

RV/INTELLIGENCE ALERT - September 27, 2018

(Disclaimer: The following is an overview of the current situation based on intelligence leaks received from several sources which may or may not accurate. Other confirmed sources may also be included in this overview.)

Russia has threatened Israel with a No-Fly Zone if they do not comply with GESARA terms.

Sources expect the redemption of Zimbabwe Bond Notes to begin at anytime.

Once all Zimbabwe Bond Notes have been redeemed worldwide, Zimbabwe's currency will become 1:1 with the USD.

The redemption event will also clear Zimbabwe's national debt, freeing the nation from its economical shackles.

Mnangagwa spoke of "ending poverty" and "creating a better world" during his speech at the UN General Assembly.


The U.S. will release a gold-standard currency (USN) shortly after the redemption event.

Source: Operation Disclosure

DINARES GURUS: PHILIP TILTON UPDATE: "RENO HAS BEEN GETTING LIQUID", 27 SEPT

http://dinaresgurus.blogspot.com/2018/09/philip-tilton-update-reno-has-been.html?m=1
John, based on research and info gathered, this GCR/RV Stuff will definitely go into 2019, and start all over again into silly season nonsense with no possibility of definite conclusion even then. Thank You.

Reply

1.

John        Thursday, September 27, 2018 at 2:36:00 AM MDT

This is a DAILY High Level negotiation and no one can call it. There is a Fiscal necessity to do something. Just how and when. How much! So many are in need, and so many hold paper, in greed. It's a day thing.

Why are the dems so afraid of Kavanaugh's appointment to the Supreme Court?

Thread by @Mark923to25: "1. Why are the dems so afraid of Kavanaugh's appointment to the Supreme Court? abortion? partly, but the real reason state hacks are terrified of facing military tribunals; Kavanaugh will be the court tie break [...]" #qanon #wwg1wga

Answer: Because he is the swing vote for the military tribunals.

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1045083351969878021.html

General Flynn - An Army of Digital Soldiers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EtqwrFpsA  1 min—Worth it!

Latest Kavanaugh Allegation “Impossible”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JWjkKJHcYY  5 min
As a Bible prophecy teacher, Stan looks at the news headlines in light of the scripture. What is the POSSIBILITY of a judgment coming to America as soon as October 3rd, 2018? This is NOT a “Thus saith the Lord” but it is a scenario based on scriptures, news headlines, and modern day prophecies which all seem to corroborate the same conclusion. Watch your favorite Prophecy Club titles including all new releases when you subscribe to http://watchprophecyclub.com today!

Here is an eye opener!!

Here is a short video that will change your perspective on reality


Q’s October SURPRISE for Dems?? An Anon's Perspective

Here's one anon's thoughts on the October surprise the Q Team has in store for the Democrats. Although it's not Q-confirmed, I think it's probably what we're going to see.

https://youtu.be/JjrBlL_d3j8 10 min
October 2 & 4 Only
On April 28, 2011, Mark Taylor, recently retired from a demanding career as a fireman, awoke at 2:00 a.m. Unable to return to sleep, he turned on his TV. Clicking through channels, he stopped at C-Span; the man on his screen was Donald Trump. At that moment, Taylor heard God say, “You are hearing the voice of the next President.”

Little did Taylor know, several dozen video recordings of others documented that they also got the same message and were equally convinced it came from God.

A voice of hope – a movement of prayer. Don’t miss The Trump Prophecy in select cinemas nationwide for two nights only on October 2 and 4. For tickets and more information visit FathomEvents.com

Preparing to say goodbye... a message from Clint Eastwood.

*My Twilight Years at 84.*

If you realize each day is a gift, you may be near my age. As I enjoy my twilight years, I am often struck by the inevitability that the party must end.

There will come a clear, cold morning when there isn't any "more". No more hugs, no more special moments to celebrate together, no more phone calls just to chat.

It seems to me that one of the important things to do before that morning comes is to let everyone of your family and friends know that you care for them by finding simple ways to let them know your heartfelt beliefs and the guiding principles of your life so they can always say, "He was my friend, and I know where he stood."

So, just in case I'm gone tomorrow, please know this:
I voted against that incompetent, lying, flip-flopping, insincere, double-talking, radical socialist, terrorist excusing, bleeding heart, narcissistic, scientific and economic moron that spent eight years in the White House trying to destroy our wonderful country and turn it into Muslim loving, socialist shit hole like he came from and I don’t mean Hawaii!

Participating in a gun buy-back program because you think criminals have too many guns is like having yourself castrated because you think your neighbors have too many kids.

Regards,

Clint

Make My Day -- Pass it on!

Clint (Eastwood)